SPIELART 2007: Newsletter No. 4
PLASMA: Theater art from Switzerland
Ladies and Gentlemen, dear friends of SPIELART,

In the following newsletters until the begin of the festival we will present the highlights and
program lines of the festival SPIELART 2007.
For the first time SPIELART presents the Swiss theatre company PLASMA with two projects
in Munich:
DELIRIUM is a theatrical machine somewhere between digital dataflow and tangible
melancholy, is inspired by the troup’s own experiences of the Finnish winter during their tour
to Helsinki. People at a bar: The endless night shift perception, slowly dissolving the borders
between the fantasized, the remembered and the experienced. We find ourselves in regions
on the other side of consciousness, on the continent between last orders and looking up; that
moment when, having had a glass or more, we sit quietly in the corner of the bar and watch
the room bend, and wait for the taxi or the next drink.
THU Nov 15 and FRI Nov 16 at 8 pm, Gasteig, Carl-Orff-Saal
In TIP OF THE TONGUE the starting point is the manifest of renowned neuroscientists which
appeared in 2004, and gives information about the state of future possibilities of brain
research, PLASMA addresses the question of how our brain can be described using the
resources of the brain. A tragic-comical attempt to describe the indescribable… PLASMA
thereby transforms the stage space into a darkroom of the brain, and condenses a neural
network of sounds, words, actions and images into a multimedia stage installation. The
laboratory assistants become the test animals, get caught up in déjà-vus, stumble over
memory gaps, are rattled by association cascades, force themselves to remember and yet
forget what they are there for.
TUE Nov 27 and WED Nov 28 at 8:30 pm, i-camp, Neues Theater München

Detailed information you find at www.spielart.org
Yours sincerely,
The SPIELART-Team
Ticket sale starting on September 28 via München Ticket, Tel 089-54 81 81 81,
www.muenchenticket.de
<http://www.muenchenticket.de>
Information Tel 089 – 280 56 07, Email: info@spielmotor.de, www.spielart.org
<http://www.spielart.org>
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